USA's new wonder at Hoover Dam

By David Wallace, The Arizona Republic

Social issues take backseat to taxes on ’10 ballots

Exclusive: Tour the Starbucks of the future

Heart association on CPR: Forget mouth-to-mouth

Airlines ditch first-class seats as fliers get stingy

Jolie refutes ‘nasty rumor’ about her Bosnia film

Texas sheriff mistrusts Mexico’s border lake inquiry

NFL to suspend players for helmet-to-helmet hits?

President Obama will crisscross the country on behalf of fellow Dems for the next two weeks.

Mark Twain’s autobiography finally goes on sale

Obama to appear on ‘Mythbusters’ science TV show

GOP House candidates take lead in fundraising

Ex-wrestling CEO's ads slam Dem in Senate race

Missing Pasadena boy lost by father found safe
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Most Giants struggling at the plate against Phillies

Maybe Cody Ross should hold a seminar on postseason hitting

Elton John forges artistic 'Union' with Leon Russell

The British superstar reached out to the singer/songwriter for an
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Oklahoma emerges at top of first BCS standings
Peyton returns to form as Colts down Redskins
Amid controversy, Favre gives Vikings hope with win
Rutgers’ football player suffers spinal cord injury
Yankees’ Swisher: ‘(October) is our time of year’

Justin Bieber involved in incident at laser tag center
Jolie refutes ‘nasty rumor’ about Bosnia film
‘The Talk’ tackles mom and pop-culture issues
James Franco’s next step: Actor, now author
Today’s best TV bets: ‘House,’ ‘Lie to Me’

10 great motorcycle trips
Bright blue skies and crisp air make fall the perfect time for a two-wheeled road trip.

More airlines ditch first-class seats
12 cultural sites named world’s most endangered
Shop till you drop: Hotel may be coming to Harrods
Cruise ship damaged in collision with cargo ship

‘WSJ’: Top Facebook apps transmit ID info
The ‘Journal’ says even users who invoke the site’s strictest privacy settings are affected.

U.N.: World must act to avoid mass extinction
Netflix channel debuts on Nintendo Wii
Infants follow gaza of robot ‘friends’
Goldilocks planets wait for just-right rockets
What’s it like to land in a space shuttle?

Social Security hike: U.S. can’t afford it
Politicians should make tough decision on COLA to not drive up the national debt.

AARP: Retirees need relief to keep up
Faith: We mistakenly worship the God of security
Letter: Thank teamwork for rescue of miners
Gallery: October’s best editorial cartoons
Will ‘real’ jobs follow pop-up store trend?

What are you thankful for?
Reflect on the things that you are grateful for this year, for our Thanksgiving letters package.

What’s your favorite daytime talk show?
‘The View’
‘Live With Regis and Kelly’
‘Wendy Williams’
‘Ellen DeGeneres’
‘Rachael Ray’

Reader poll
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Opinion
Social Security hike: U.S. can’t afford it
Politicians should make tough decision on COLA to not drive up the national debt.

AARP: Retirees need relief to keep up
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Letter: Thank teamwork for rescue of miners
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Tech
‘WSJ’: Top Facebook apps transmit ID info
The ‘Journal’ says even users who invoke the site’s strictest privacy settings are affected.
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Popular topics in the news
Playboy Magazine
Jessica Biel
Elisabeth Shue
American Heart Association
Pittsburgh Steelers
Rachel Uchitel
Demi Moore
Sigourney Weaver
Tim Tebow
Denver Broncos
Colorado River
Indianapolis Colts

Jenn Sterger
Mariska Hargitay
Bristol Palin
Jillian Michaels
Ana Ivanovic
Minnesota Vikings
Vivid Entertainment
Susan George
Marissa Jaret Winokur
Miles Austin
Barbara Billingsley
New England Patriots

Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue
Dallas Cowboys
Kim Kardashian
Lawrence Taylor
C.J. Wilson
Brooklyn Decker
U2
Ben Roethlisberger
Girlfriends
Brett Favre
Adam Taliaferro
Michael Douglas
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